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"Huh, that's good! Isn't it tonight that Haruko plays in the
amateur music concert?"
"It is, my lord."
"Call up a florist and find out what kind of flowers are available.
I want to have a bouquet prepared for her."
"My lord, do you expect to attend the concert?"
"Huh, I'd like to, but if I appear people make such a fuss. Any
excitement may affect my granddaughter's debut. I'd better stay at
home. I want you to distribute the tickets I bought to the servants so
you all can go."
"My lord, the gentlemen are here."
"Huh, give me that brown felt hat, Aya. Huh, I'm ready, Konoe-
san."
"Prince Saionji, we'll be your guide today on your sight-seeing
tour through the new Tokyo streets. Three years ago you drove
around,"
"Huh, at that time the reconstruction was just beginning and the
view was very bad. The other day I paid a visit to the Meiji Shrine.
The memorial buildings and stadium on the Shrine grounds looked
magnificent. Which way are you going to take me today?"
"Well, first we go around die Imperial Palace grounds; we'll start
our tour from Nagatacho, then to EBbiya Park, to Kanda bridge and
Asakusa bridge. The route will pass through one of the sections de-
stroyed by the earthquake and fire in 1923 where most of the property
damage and human casualties occurred."
Saionji's Cadillac with its S-iOi wound through the busy streets.
The three occupants exchanged memories of the historic disaster.
"Huh, that was really tragic. How many people lost their lives?"
"Over one hundred and thirty-two thousand, sir." Baron Harada
continued: "And the injured numbered over one hundred thousand
And nearly six hundred and twenty thousand houses were burned 01
swept away by the tidal waves. The total damage was estimated at
over two billion yen."
"Huh, we are in the Miyakesaka district— It's our starting point
huh? Some government buildings around here were reported badly
damaged, but they look quite normal now."	' ' .
"In this neighborhood the only building which escaped any serious
harm was the Imperial Hotel beyond Hibiya Park, they say, sir,*'
"Huh, wasn't that building designed by an American architect?*
"Frank Lv Wright, I believe," Prince Konbe said,	s

